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           9th April, 2019 

 
 
Poor industrial capacities keep undermining export potential, revenues 
LAHORE: Two spheres where this government has miserably failed include exports and revenues. 
The planners are trying to increase exports from the existing capacities of industries, and boost 
revenues without increasing investment. 
 
It is worth noting that exports from Pakistan are more or less at the level they were in 2012-13. We 
have tried many incentive schemes and subsidies to boost exports in last six years, but to no avail. 
 
No careful analysis has ever been made to find out the reason behind stagnant exports. The only 
reason put forward by major exporting sectors is high cost of doing business. 
 
When the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government was in power, the textile sector 
though presentations used to claim that cost of doing business for exporters was 10 percent higher in 
Pakistan than competing economies. 
 
That included high energy and power tariffs and some federal and provincial taxes that were not 
refunded to the exporters. Unfortunately, for the economy, and luckily, for the exporters, rupee 
declined gradually in value by over 30 percent against the dollar. However, even after that the 
exports of five major sectors remained stagnant. 
 
After accounting for 10 percent higher costs, the exports should have increased by 15-20 percent on 
the strength of devaluation. The present government favoured the five main exporting sectors by 
bringing the power and energy prices to the regional level. This nominally increased exports in these 
five sectors. 
 
The rule of thumb is that exports of efficient industries should increase by 80-90 percent of the 
devaluation amount. The cement sector for the last four years was posting decline in exports. It 
responded positively to the devaluation. 
 
Cement exports increased by 48 percent during the first nine months of this fiscal. This increase is 
much above 30 percent devaluation in rupee value. The increase in cement exports despite 
elimination of Indian market shows that devaluation works for all globally efficient industries. Our 
stagnant exports depict that many units in the five exporting sectors have lost efficiency and have 
closed down. 
 
The surviving units are merely pulling on the strength of devaluation and government incentives. 
These units do not have the potential to substantially enhance exports. In other words, they need new 
investment to produce efficiently for the global standards. 
 
That investment is missing in our country. Exports would move up only if investment in efficient 
equipment and machines is made. This is true not only for the exporting sector, but also for the 
industries catering to domestic needs. That investment has been missing for the past decade or so. 
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Since the new industries are not coming up, and the existing ones are not scaling up, we are in a low-
value trap. Announcement of special economic zones on paper is not enough either. 
 
Investors need plug and play facilities. Tax incentive works for a while only. Investors need 
measures that lower their investment. Land in Pakistan is very expensive. A plot of one acre in 
Sundar costs Rs50 million. To establish a medium sized industry over 20 acres, the investor would 
need Rs1 billion for land only. 
 
The government could lease land for 30-50 years to serious investors interested in establishing state 
of art industries. The long-term loans would have to be provided at subsidised rates by establishing 
development finance institutions. The commercial banks are not geared to provide long-term 
industrial loan. This is because majority of their deposits are short-term that could be withdrawn on 
short notice. 
 
Despite a relatively open foreign investment regime, Pakistan remains a challenging environment for 
foreign investors. An improving but unpredictable security situation, difficult business climate, 
lengthy dispute resolution processes, poor intellectual property rights (IPR) enforcement, and 
inconsistent taxation policies have contributed to lower foreign direct investment (FDI), as compared 
to regional competitors. 
 
The domestic investment has also remained elusive because of above reasons. In the past decade, 
Pakistan was unable to attract sufficient foreign or domestic investments to support desired growth 
objectives and remained a low priority country for foreign investors 
 
Unlike investment, the tax revenues in Pakistan have increased by leaps and bonds in last 10 years 
jumping from Rs1,000 in 2008 to almost Rs4,000 last fiscal. The existing industries paid these taxes 
one way or the other. 
 
Now the limit has reached. Further revenue would increase after new investments. No government in 
Pakistan has the political courage to bring non-documented sectors into the tax net. This government 
has wasted almost nine months to nab tax evaders without any success. It should encourage new 
investment to broaden the tax net. 
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